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Your guide to getting started with TruQC

Changing the way your company does business isn’t easy, but innovative new 

business practices are both useful and necessary. They’re so important that 

those who embrace them are going by a trendy new name in business circles. 

They’re called disruptors.

TruQC sought to be a disruptor. We wanted to change the way quality control 

was conducted in the industrial painting industry, and we did. Now we’ve set 

our sights on changing how quality control is conducted in every industry. 

But disruption doesn’t come without costs. Budgeting, investing, onboarding 

and training are all issues that arise when embracing a new direction. In 

addition, a general uncertainty arises from suddenly doing things differently. 

That’s why we’ve put together the following guide based on customers 

making the switch to our software. This guide will address some of the biggest 

concerns that come with embracing disruption. 
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Is quality control software in next year’s budget?

It’s important to know what sort of investment your company is making 

when it switches to TruQC. Beyond our monthly per user pricing model, we 

recommend our customers invest in the latest model of Apple’s iPad. Again, 

calculating this cost is simple. Just multiply your intended number of users by 

the price of the hardware. The initial cost you invest in an Apple iPad upfront 

will pay off over the life span of the device.

This monthly subscription covers more than just TruQC logins. Additional 

benefits include:

• Hosting and unlimited data storage services (which can be expensive in its own right)

• On–site training when onboarding five or more users

• Additional online training options

• Access to a dedicated support staff

• All TruQC updates

Calculating your company’s investment in TruQC is simple. And with some 

companies reporting ROI of more than 390 percent, your decision should be 

too.
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What’s the best way to implement quality control 
software?

The idea of company–wide, overnight process changes are understandably 

vexing to some. Thankfully, that’s not what we recommend. Instead, think 

back to what feature you first found attractive about TruQC. Maybe it was the 

added organizational benefits for project managers when using the Document 

Library. Or the increased accuracy of field reporting with time–, date–, GPS–, 

photo – and signature–stamped reports. 

Whatever the feature, consider first rolling out TruQC in the department or 

project that would see the greatest benefit from using it. This method of 

implementation effectively builds an in–house support team for departments 

that may make the switch to TruQC in the future. Members of the original 

department or project will be old hands at using the software by then, so 

they’re able to provide helpful tips and to assist newer users with questions. 

And remember, unlike most of the apps in Apple’s App Store, we’re not a 

download and done app. Your user fee gets you access to a dedicated support 

staff and all of the support options listed below. 
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What support options are available?

We’re adamant about our support services not ending after this initial training. 

We try to make it as easy as possible for our current customers to get in touch 

with us with questions, concerns and customization requests. That’s why we 

put so much emphasis on our support options. 

• Our toll free number—1.866.488.4170—is manned during normal business hours, 

and never by a robot. You’ll get a real person, experienced in troubleshooting and 

advising customers on the use of our app. Or, for prospective customers with 

questions about the sales process, speak directly with a sales agent. If you’d rather 

seek support via email, or some of your users feel like they’re in need of additional 

training with the app, reach out to us at support@truqcapp.com, or customers 

outside the United States can locate their territory manager here, and we’ll be happy 

to set something up.

• TruQC’s YouTube channel is packed with tutorials to ensure that 

users are getting the most out of our app.  TruQC is a multifunctional 

tool, and we’d hate for any of our features to go unnoticed.

• TruQC’s User Guide is built directly into the app. This is a great place to go 

for a refresher on basic functionality. Access the User Guide via the Admin 

tab of TruQC, and easily search for relevant terms with the search bar.

• Our chat window is another useful support option. To begin a chat, simply 

visit our website. If one of our sales or support representatives is available, 

a text box will automatically pop up in the bottom right–hand corner of your 

browser window. If no representative is available, you can still leave a message 

in the box, and one of our reps will be in touch with you as soon as possible.
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About TruQC
TruQC is the cloud–based app built for the iPad that’s taking job–site 

documentation paperless. Originally built for a top industrial painting 

contractor, TruQC was designed to be easy–to–use, compact, objective, and 

to conform to common industry standards and certification requirements. 

Contact us
1.866.488.4170 

sales@truqcapp.com  

108 N. Clay Ave., Suite 210 

Kirkwood, MO 63122 

Learn more about TruQC
Interested in finding out more about our software? Check out our case studies 

to see how we are providing real savings of both time and money for our 

customers, or keep up with our blog for the latest news in quality control, tech 

and more.
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